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SEXISM: NEW ISSUE IN AMERICAN EDUCATION

The past decade has seen a rebirth of American feminisni, dor-
manf-since 1920 \vtien the Nineteenth Amendment was ratified
and granted women the right to vote. In the wake of this women's
movement of the 1960s and .70s, sexism has emerged as an
issue in American education.

0
ids it was first used, the term sexism meant discrimination

against one sex, women. "Today, the term has been broadened to
describe rigidly prescribed and thereby limiting roles for either
sex.

.
Today's feminists, like the suffragettes of the nineteenth ,

century, exhibit a 'spectrum of attitudes ranging from conserva-
tives intent on legislative chaiige to improve the status of women

'to radicals who hope to revolutionizepthe whole of American...,
'soCiety.'But regardless of political persuasion within ,the women's
movement, all neofeminists have agreed on one thing: sex-typing
and socialization proteiNs that relegate women to the home or
to menial tasks in tbe labor forte Severely deter the American
woman from becoming a functionally competent and autonomous
human being. Thus, feminists quickly scrutinized the American
schOol as an important agency of socialization.

The American school, since its beginning has been charged.
with responsibilly tor teaching attitudes and values and for
preparing youngsters for successful personal, occupational,
and social 'ailluStment. Payinj lip service to "equal opportunity

'-for all," the school does, in fact, carry out its charge in part by
preparing' boys and girls for traditional sex roles. Many would
argue that, in doing this, the schbol merely reflects the society
that maintains it. Feminists have countered that schools now must-
take a more decisive role in shaping society in new andbtruly
'egalitarian directions that will guarantee full perso6hood for
evkry child, male.or female.

.
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IS THE SCHOOL ALONE TO BLAME?

To what extent does the school perpetuate rigid sex roles?
And what should we, as concerned parents or edutators, be doing
about it? To answer such,questioris, we must look first at other
causal factors.

Whether sex differences in .behavior exist is not questioned.-.
The words "tomboy" and "sissy". attest to this,' describing WhAt,

the American culture perceives as sex-inappropriate tiehavic4
"Real boys" act one way, and "real girls" acfanother. .

Explanatory models for such behavioral differences vary, howk:
ever, in ascribing themt6 one of three things: innate psychological,.
differences, innate physiological or biological differencesick
social processes of socialization and social controls. .

Theories of innate psychological differencq, such as those.proif.
pounded, by Signiundgfreud and Erik Eriksk, actually, are not
theories but belief systems. Because of their circularity, thpy can-,
not be verified. In other words, no solid, evidence.indicateV that.
men and women are born with psychological differences
cause them to behave in different ways.

While the notion of an evolutionary genetic' difference -aisaiN,r;
lacks solid scientific support, some evidence, largely from studies -
of lower. animals, suggests that hormones caus'e behavioral differ-,
enceS. Jerome Kagan also identifigcl behavioral differences in
very young male and female humart, such as a slight =tendenty
among females to display fear and 'anxiety more frequently4iind
more intensely than males, and to sliow a stronger tendency to -`

withdraw. He hypothesizes that the earlier a behavioral 'difference
appears, the more likely biological factors. influence h, but he
emphasizes that biological diffeiences thus far identified do not

8 6
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greatly affect the kinds of social and yocatio'rial roles men and
women should assume in our society.

Meanwhile, other researchers, through studies of false herma-
phrodites or children whose true sex gender is misjudged. at birth,
have provided strong eviderve against the physiological theory as
a total explanation of sex differences. Hoimones should, in
theory, make the true sex known, yet, children think of them-
selves as whatever they were labeled at birth, and this identity
controls their behavior. Moreover, afteuge 3 or 4, it seems to be
impossible to reverse a child's sex identity without severe psy-
cholOgical repercussions.

Margaret Mead worked with three South Pacific cultures. the
Arapesh, who cultivate gentle, affectionate, generous dispositions
in all their' children, the Mundugumor, who socialize boys and
girls alike to be =competitive, aggressive, and /independent,
and the Tchambuli, who stylize behavior by sex, with women
earning the tribe's sustenance while the men adorn themselves
and theix sacred objects. These studies lend further support to the
idea that sex-role norms are not solely explained by innate
physiological'differences.

In faCt, G. P. MurdOck, in an anthrditilogical.study df More
than 200 cultures, discovered that the only jobs performed exclu-
sively by mell in All cultures were hunting animals and pursuing
sea mammals. Cultural assignment seems to dictate wh.ch sex
does what task, not the nature of the task or differing bi logical
endowments of males and females.

4.
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'
ROLE 'OF PARENTS

Studies such as the;e make it clear that social,processes.Play a
part in determining sex-differentiated behavior, within a given
society. But it still is difficult to isolate the role of the school fro
that played by other socializing institutions, such as the family,
the mass media, and models in the culture at large.

Much discussion in the past has focused, on parental" responsi-
bility for assumed sex differences of males and fethalesi, such
areas as cognitive style.

David Lynn, for, instance, relates it to the task of the young
child in achieving a sex- ole identification. Because th mother
or some female care er is generally at hand, he li ens the
female's task to rote I arning of a lesson, with explo tion and .
goal seeking 'minimized or omitted. Thus, he hypothesizes, the
female -early develops a cognitive style that eventually makes
her better than male peers at rote memory, verbal fluency, and
language usage. However, Lynn likens the male task of learning
a masculine role identification to the lear ing, problem, which
demands exploration and goal seeking b ore the solution be-
comes-glear, because males have to ide yith a culturally
defined foie. This role is imposed, for the mp t part, by mothers
and female teachers through a system of rewards and Punish-
ments. Therefore, Lynn suggests, boys get early practice at
ignorigg 'irrelevant cues and isolating significant ones, and, the*
develop a cognitive style that makes them more apt at problem
solving arfeusing anatytig skill's. Lynn's hypothesis,,while intui-
tivel'y reasonable, lacks solid empitical1documentation.

Eleanor Maccoby, on the other hand, has suggested .that
the difference in cognitive style stems from child-rearing prac-.
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tices that give b)ys earlier and greater independence. Such early
independerice has been demonstrated by H. A. Wttktn to directly
affect spatial ability In terms of .spatial ability, women have been
shown, to be more field dependent, which means they are less
able to ignore the total visual context when performing tasks

,Wch as fihding embeddlid figures. Maccoby believes that this
field.der5endence indicates that females do not, on the Whole,
think,Ys arialytically as males because of the culturally assigned
depeodeocy role given them as youngsters in our society.

But more resently,,Maccoby and Jacklin, after a review of
some 2,000 books and articles, concluded that boys are not en-
couraged towards greatr independence than girls. They also
found 'no evidence that The sexes differ in analytic or rote learn-
ing abilities In fact, they discovred that only four sex differ-.
ences are well established by research. greater agression, visual-
spatial ability, and m'athematical ability eerhaps as a consequence
of more visual-spatial ability boys, and gkater verbal Ail
in girls th addition, they found surprising' sim arity in c
rearing.practices for boys aod girls.PBoth sexes a eared to
treated with equal affection' in the early years, bo
couraged to be independent and discouraged from depen ncx
and aggression seemed to garner no greater approval from par-
ents of boys than from parents of girls. Maccoby and Jacklin did
find that pareati handled and played with boys more roughly,
and gave them more praise and more punishment. This was
particularly tiue of fathers, who aotively discouraged their sons'
interests in feminine toys, activities, or apparel.

Since cFril,dzrealing practices seem4o similar for boys and girls,
it appears-that direct shaping by parents does not account corn-
pletely for sex-typed behavior in the young. Imitation and rein-
forcement ?pparently play a role, but so, it seems, do models
from a variety of nonparental sources, which- the child uses to
construct generalizations about sex-appropriate behavior.

Parents do seem to have higher expectations for boys than
for girls, and this probably is a factor causing proportionally
fewer girls 'to gd on to college-and to have careers, a fact well-
documented by college statistics,

Parental expectations, subtly or overtly communicated, also
may be a factok influencing the way gifts feel about showing
their intelligence Johotqlollender in 1972 found a negative rela-

,'Nk
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tion6hhp between high grades and social self-esteem scores for
high School females, but riot for males. He suggested thatje-
irrales fed uncomfortable about academic achievement because
this is. not society's idea,of appropriate sex -rope behavicif:

M. C. Shaw and J. T. McCuen, meanwhile, have gatrered, data
showing that girls wha were underachievers in high school
usually_ began to underachieVe ayhe onset, of puberty. For boys,
underachievement in high sthool, usually starteci earlier. The re-
searchers hypothesized that the acfrievemnt drop-off among girls
as they ,reached maturity was linked to the adult female sex
role. In other words, for female Americaps it's not smart to be
start

C tt k
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SEX STEREOTYPES A PERVASIVE

"1"
I here doubt that our society holds stereotypic images'

of the achieving male and the nUrturant female. These images ace
purveyed not only by parents, but also by the mass medial as
Betty Friedan first noted in 1963.;

I Although thd situation has _improved since 1963, a survey ih
1074 of 350 television commercials indicated that many still
pushed the cliche that the ultimate achievement in womanhboci
was providing a clean shirt a'nd a hot Meal: Reporting on the
survey, kanLevine, president and rreatiye director of a .Los
Angeles advertising agency, noted' that wo.frien wanted to be
showh having choice. Instead, they have been' depicted primarily
in two-toles: sex object arid housewife.
_Commercial manufacturers of chiJdreh's toys are another case

in point. Janet Lever and Loitis Goodman discovered in 1974
for example, that three out of four chemistry sets pictured only
boys on the boxtops; none ictured girls alone.

But _manufacturers and advertisers, like parents and, schools,
seem merely to refleciex roles,accepted b the culture at large.

.Vipinia.011.eary, in,1974 review of' research on-attitudinal bar-,
ri rs to occupational aspirations .in Women, note'd that most
peoplemegardless, of age education,, religion, sex, or marital
stitus,ascribed com e y characteristics to men. These is,- 0 1

. clude suth.qua."ties oblectivity, decision-making ability, ar 4.
businest skill. W. en, on..the .other hand, are seen as' having
traits in a warmth- x. resa s cluster, including such thingsi . as social graces and empticin al supp

, ,
i That those aill gen thought to . masculine also. are

.. F' (note often cid Illy desirii than thoslt ught to be feminine
. -
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has been shown by Inge Broverman and colleagues. In this study,
three matched-groups of clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, arid
social workers, including both, males and females, were given. ." identical lists of bi-polar traits.,bne group was asked to choose
traits-characterizing healthy males, a second group chose traits
characterizing healthy females, and. the third group chose traits_
2f the healthy adult of unspecified sex. The traits listed for` the
cynically healthy male and healthy adult were identical, and'
totally different from those listed for the clinically healthy female.

eg.
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DIRE CONSEQUENCES

We generally assume, in this society, that children are' better
off if Vey conform to the prevailing sex-role stereotypes, Yet
severs studies indicate that a high degree of sex-appropriate

behavior does not necessarily enhance aft may even retard psy-
chological and social adjustment of either males or females.
And, in terms of intellectual performance, boys and girls who are
less sex typed have been found to have higher overall intelli-.

,gence, spatial ability, and creativity.
Knowihg the traits society stereotypically ascribes to females,

it should be 90 surprise to learn that girls, in general, have a
more negative self-concept than boys. Philip Goldberg, for ex-
ample, found that college women iad a clear tendency to down-
grade the work of professionals of their own sex, even when these
professionals were in traditionally female fields such as home
economics. Given an authOritative article supposedly written by a
woman compared to the same article supposedly written by a
man, both men and worn of college age.profess more confi-
dence in the article by the

Females also react diferAvly than males to success, and
failure. Doris Entwisle and Ellen .Greenberger found that ninth-
grade boys considered academic success a result of their own
.efforts, while they blamed failure on bad luck or other outside
causes. Girls, on the other hand, blame themselves for failure
but attribute, success to outside causes or luck.

Watina Homer f9ut-td,a "motive to avoid success" among col--
lege women when they were faced with, achievement in tradi-

1tionally masculine fields. She think's this may be caused by ex-
pectations of neictixe consequences, such as social rejection or

"5 /3



feelings of being unfeminine. Although her studies have been
criticized for questionable reliability, this motive to avoid success
may be verified eventually. If it exists, it certainly would seem to
be a deterrent to achievement-directed behavior among women.
Grace Baruch, replicating Horner's work with fifth-graders, found
the motive to avoid success existing in girls of that young age.

Meanwhile, boys seem to have a harder time adjusting to their
role demands as adolescents and young adults, based on evidence
such as rates of referral to child guidance centers, delinquency
rates, and recent studies of educational underachievement in the
gifted showing such underachievement twice as frequent among
boys as girls.

Ruth Hartley interviewed forty-one males, eight- .and eleven-
year-olds, and discovered that boys thought they were. supposed
to be able to fight, be athletic, run fast, play rough, be smart,
know what girls don't know, know how to stay out of trouble,
be noisy, get dirty, be naughty, and not cry or be softies. To
answer why boys try to fill this/demanding role, Hartley asked
them how, they viewed girls. She found that girls were seen as
having tb'stay dose to home, be clean, play quietly, be often
afraid, cry when scared or hurt, spend a lot of time playing with
dolls, and learn to cook, sew, and take care of children.

These same boys saw adult women as indecisive, afraid of
many things, fussing, tired a lot, needing someone to help, them,
squeamish about blood, not knoWing how to handle emergencies,
unable, to do dangerous things, dying more easily than men, not
very intelligent, having to clean url householcLmesses, and being
sad more often than men.. Wht by in his right mind, Hartley
asked, would not give his all to escape this alternative despite
the toll the difficult "male" role seems to impose?

Studies of children's vocational aspirations indicatp that chil-
dren learn quite early what roles society expects of them. Lynne
Tglitzin, a study of 290 fifth-graders, for instance, found that
both ys and girls demonstrated sex stereotyping in their views
of c reer and employment patterns, social roles in home and
family, and their own expected lives as adults. Perhaps even more
significant was that children with working mothersespecially
girls had more liberal views on roles of men and women in

'society Role models are essential to show young, female children
how,to combine marriage and work life satisfactorily, as O'Leary's

1614



review of research on ,barriers to occupational aspirations in

women clearly showed.
From research studies such as these, it seems oLivious that

perpetuation of the status quo in rigid and traditional sex-role
expectations is repressive fOr members of both sexes, inhibiting
both boys and girls from achieving full psychological and intel-
lectual capabilities. Mile society in general seems to espouse
these sex roles, we still mUst ask what part the school plays in
peitietuating sexism by forCing youngsters into such rigidly de-
fined roles.

.
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SEXISM IN CURRICULAR MATERIALSr ,

r or one tiling, as educators we are all guilty of using jnaterials
"that from attaining their full potential.

Sexism in children's books first became a public issue in Octo-.

ber, 197.0, when the Feminist Collective on Children's Media con-
fronted.160 authors, publishers, and other members of the chil-
drits book world with some findings. They cited results or a
six-month study of loasaKreaderst4rom fifteen major series,
by thirty' New Jersey worn, who found that tioys turned up in
these readers as energetic, active, and resourceful, while girls
were depicted as passive, intellectually limited, andTiarful.

'Two later, more limited studies, one by Ramona Frasher and
Annabelle Walker, anothef by Dianne Graebner, produced similar
findings. Male main characters continued to outnumber female

-main characters by sikedble- ratios'. Men were shown in a wide
variety of adult occupations while women were most often as-
signed the trAditional female role, despite the fact that onesthird
of today's la force is composed of women, maay of them
mothers of schoOtaged children."Mekand boys oiRnumbered
women" and girls by wide margins in illustrations. Rarely did
a picture appear of a girl in slacks, a mother driving a car that

also was occupied by an adult male, or a boy crying,twriting, or
*reading. The books contained both subtle sexism, with few or no

piographiesroWamous winenfor example, anti' blatant sexism,
such as the boys' response to Smart Annabelle in one story: "We
don't mind sharing our ideas With mankind, but you, after all,
are a girl."

In my own content analysis of tiasal readerY published._,
for third grade, in 1972 and 1973, I discovered that 'little_ had
changed. Males continued to Athnumber females both in content .

. A .
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rand in illustrations, And a wide disparity still existed in adult
occupations depicted For _instance, one of these shows men in
thirty-seven different occupations, yailleofvoiVen are shown in six'
occupations outside the traditional, including canary.voice trainer
and queen. Another shows men in thirty -nine 'different- occupa-
tional roles, while women are given five beyond the traditional.
ballerina, maid, governess, empless, and queen. At a time when
40 percent of married women are members of the country's
labor force, the reality presenteeby these rea uestion-
able I also found both blatant and subtle se rn in story con-
tent A story about the Olympid, for example mentiws women
as participants But when participants are discussed, all are re-
(erred to by the pronoun "he," and all illustrations are of males.

Most children's books continue to reflect this sexism innate in
the English language. In addition, to puns on ikords like "man-
kind," or the use of the masculine-orienled ,pronoun to stand
for both sexes, consider examples such as these from elementary
science feitbooks, culled by Linda Harrison and Richard Passero.
When you think of man long ago, you probably think of cave-

men. ... Man is a curious animal. He wants to know all about
nature." Using a picture test, with children instructed to circle,
all applicable pictures when given sentences usingtpiasculine-
oriented generic nouns and pronouns or neutral forms of these
entences, Harrison and Passero discovereil that third- graders do ,

not re ily envision both sexes upon Presentation of such generic
terms, t ugh they do_so when neutral forms are use instead:,
We do not now at _what age, youngsters develop an intellectual
understanding of the.generi use of words such as "mankind;'
"man-made," "chairman," or "he," nor what effect direct teach-,
ingstrategieS- Might have on eveloping such understanding. More
and more frequently these days. feminists are proposing, instead,
that the language be changed to.include new and more, neutral
substitutes. .

Aileen PaCe Nilsen blames the English language, in part,,for,..
the steady decrease of illustrations of girli.and wqrnen in chi
dren's picture Eio9ks since.1950. She studied eighty winne and `.^
runners-up, for the Caldecott AwIrd, given annually, to ithe out-
standing picture book pubttstled in the Unite(' States, and decided
that many books, 'particulartilltose about laZnajs, were domi-
nated by malesbe4tise the aiiticox wls, forced to Cho-Ps.'e 'between'o!, ,

- 0- 19 "1,, .
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.the masculine and the feminine pronoun. Authors choose _.the ;'
former, Nilsen says, "because it is easy and he (or she) his been t' ,...
taught that masculine can stand for both men and wprfseri,"al- ,

though not the other way around." , ,: ,
;,

I. She also blamed free-lance artists for slanting books, toward
boys. Of the eighty books she studied, ten had girls- as leading:
characters compared to twenty -four with boys. Twelve individ-
ual authors and artists were inVolved in production of these ten
books about girls, and nine of the twelve weie women,,The three
men 411 have daughters, leading Nilsen to suggest that perhaps it
"takes a special acquaintance before a-man feels comfortable in
picturinggirls." , ..

She also, credited the decreased depiction of females in chil-
dren's books to Sputnik in-19'57. This Russian space triumph gen-
erated great cpntern over the quality of American education,
resulting in a spate of easy -to -read books, almost none of which'
had female main characters, because most remedial reading prob-
lems occur in boys. The exslusion of females then spread to texts i
and trade books, Nilsen \gcerts.

In addition, she ,point d an accusing finger at the 1961 Na-s
tional D,efense Education ct, which gave federal funds to school
libraries for purchasing books about science, 'a field stereotypi-
cally considered more appropriate for males. Thus, according to
Nilsen, males won in two directions. in the ,nonfiction section of
libraries betause they are thought to be more able than giils, and
in the beginning -to -reach books because they are thdught to be
Less able than girls. - ,

A number of content analyses hay documented' sexism in
trade bookspf all kinds, written for ch' ren of alLeges. But math
textbooks are no less stereotyped. arsha Federbush in 1974

tound in story problems girls were generally, cooking, sewing,
o watching, while mothers engaged in various` forms of house-
wifery. She also found story problems intimating that girls lacked
competenceirimath ("Jane couldn't figure out how to do .. .,
so John hell* her"), and' no inclusion of female mathernati-
c.iins,' in historical overviews.

Jainie Frishof, in a study of five 'widely used social studies
texts forVementary schools, found essentially the same pattern.
According to these texts, boys grow up to do some hundred dif-
ferent jobs, compared to thirty for

20



v r Meanwitile, Marion Meade wrote in the New York Times in
'1976, 'The only word for the feminine image on children's tele-...."
vision isvision s crummy," with cartoon shows the worst offenders. Jane

%Bergman's more recent analysis of "Sesame Street" suggested
( that educational television certainly' was not immune to the same

sex-role stereotyping.
My own review of research on sexism in children's media in

mid-1975 indicated that publishers and producers were beginning
to respond to feminist pressures. Two leading publishers, of basal
readers had issued editorial guidelines aimed _at producing
nonsexist materials, and a third had solicited assistance from
feminist groups in developing content 'for a revision. In trade
books, too, newer publications start to show a modernized con-
cept of male and ferriale roles, charact rs are being treated as
individuals rather than as stereotypes. .

Yet, publishers who responded to feminist pressures encoun-
tered other problems. Several reviewers say some new books are
didactic tracts, too burdened with a message to be believable.
Selma Lanes pointed out that books showing women and men
doing what few women or men have done in real life werq tom-
mendable, because they opened readers' eyes to the range of
possibilities, but she viewed these as propaganda, nol. literature.

LoMng at the issue from an,other angle, , Diane Gersoni-
Stavn argued Ahat, sexual stereotyping in children's books con-
stituted propagand,, regardlesi of the author's intent, because
such depiction's were accepted by youngsters as reality. But she
saw ploblems arising from 'the practices of some feminist critics.
improperly isolating quotes from context inthinking praise for,
books that bulk!' up girls at the expetWitilirf boys, abandoning
aesthetic standirds in judging books, dnfairly criticizing histori-
cal fiction for showing life "the way it was," failing to work for
the upgrading of traditional female roles in children's books in
addition to seek g expansion of roles (because riot all house-
wives are dreary, I, ineffectual people),, and blaming authors
and publishers for 'an incredible conspiracy of conditioning"
instead of trying to enlighten and change them.

Despite th4 problems, a trend toward nonsexist literature
for children seems definitely gathering strength. Producers of edu-
cational television for classroom viewing, such as file Agency for
Instructional Television, also are showing awareness of the prob-

..
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tem of sex-role stereotyping.artd are making conscious efforts
.to avoid it.

Nonethelgs, sexist .materials are more available today. than
those depicting males and females in less prescribed and inflex-

, ible ides. Sexism, then, continues to permeate the formal sch.opl
curriculum through' the- materials' educators are fbrced to use,

tefor want of something better.
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L1,ut the school itself adds oth4F. mechanisnig to 'provide, sex-
ole reinfOrcdment. Physital education and playground activities
frequently are segregated,. Some grade schools experiment with
all-boy and all -girl' classes, gth activities differentiated 'along
traditional, sex-sterecityled lines. .

Even unsegregated:classeusually condone, and_ sometimes
eyed encourage, the sex-typed activities and interests children
briny° school. Selcroat do teachers question why small boys con-
gre te in ilie.blotk corner or .around the jungle gym, while
little 'Hs cluster in the doll corner-why middle-grade boys race
for the soccer field at recess, while girls uiel games ,like .
jacks and jump rope. Even less frequently eachers trY to in-
ten/ene to prornote diiersificatieknd ex of skills and in-
terests for both boys and girls. '.- .,

WhRn teaChefs separate botsAncigirls for seating or lining up,
;hey 6ll attention, to 'sex 511ginctidns artd sex roles. Sex fre-
quently cietermirre? even Was° ment of clAsirgom-.helpers:

the Chairs, Mille Patsy washes th desk tops. -,,
Janie waters the plants, while J ns the projector; Paul carries

,
Too seldom do teachers conscipusly use lescrtirce speaker

. .

parent participants who are also effective adulfr models of
stereotyped behalior such as the woman' doctor or the le,

dancer. . - .
The authority. structure of the school itself oreInforces t i-

tional sex roles. Wile $5 pelt§entpf all elementary'school teach
ers are women, 79 percent of all elementary school principals are
men. Simply by observing the relative titles of each sex in the
school, children fearn',t different societal expectations, for men
and women. .

I -, '
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By high school, boys are counseled into industrial arts and
girls into home, economics. Girls are encouraged to prepare for
careers in nursing, teaching, social work, librarty work, or secre-

- taiial work. In vocational interest inventories, The careef choices
channel women's responses into traditionar or.su&ordinate voca-
tional fields.`:;' 4

""

Teacher/Pupil Interaction is another area touched by tradi-\tional sex typing. Boys are. taught, long before they enter first
grade, to be independent, assertive, and aggressive. Girls, on the
other hand, generally are trained to be passivelidient, and
conforming.

Because the school traditionally has been concerned with keep-
ing order, which demank.obedience and conformity, it is not
surprising that in many studies boys .makt up the Jinajority of
teachers' behavioral problems. Girls are socialized more easily
into "rodness" and thus are ignored more easily. -
- Ironically, the, conflict boys receive from the school's expec-

tations actually may 'turn out to be a positive 'benefit. A large
number of studies indicate that teachers tend to discipline and
to.praise boys more than girls. Teachers also spend more instruc-

,, tional time with boys. Judith Barwick speculated that a boy
learned ,in school that he could get attention from his teacher
and peers foe/nonconforming behavicsl. Thus, teacher criticism,
a seemingly -negative response, actually may lead boys toward
greater independence, autonomy, and activity.

We do not yet have solid research on how Leather discipline
and criticism affect the cognitive styles knd self-concepts of boys
and girls. In addition, we need experimdn designed to explore
the effects of different curricular patterns. ricia Minuchin,
for example, speculated that iris, particularly, id not neelf
subject-dominated rote lear ng but should be in classrooms
stressing open-ended and searching processes of thought and em-
phasizing the central, active-role of the student and choice in
learning activities. Othencritics question whether training ,in
docility and -obedience is good for anybody, male or female, if
the school i§ genuinely concerned with facilitating learning.

While the foregoing only cursorily examines the research now
. pouring forth on the issue-of sexism, it surely indicates that

something is awry in American society and, thus, in the schools
that reflect that society', What can we, as educators, do about it?-
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TEACHERS NEED TRAINING FOR CHANGE

Theprincipal holiefoilmprovement seems to lie with claisroom
..

teachers. While commeicial textbooks and other materials slowly
improve, the vast majority of books and materials presently avail-
able and in classroom use Continue to reflect the traditional sex
Poles and thinking of a patriarchal society, whiCh is restrictive ,to
students of both sexes. . .

Thus, the obvious first step would seem to be a change in
teacher training. preservice and inservice courses designed to
sensitize and raise the consciousness of teachers to the- issue and

.., the existence of sexism pthe school.
Women's History:Such courses should include the history. of

women in American society, a . history largely ol?literated, as

Janice Law Trecker has shown, in most widely Used high sch,pol
and. college history- textbooks. If females need role Models, to
cause them to aspire, these models cannot be erased completely
or hidden by masculine-one ed language patterns.

Content Analysis. As a secon s, such courses should help
preservice and inservice teachers analyze the content of tlfe text-
books and other materials now used. As awareness of sexist
content develops, the primary teacher will see the esessity forr

pausing in the middle of a reading group to discuss t e reality of
"Dan is napping,,yvhile Pam makes lunch" in this world lor work-
ing fathers and mothers, where homemaking responsibilities are
being shared more fully. All teachers will see the need to give
directinstrtiction on the generic use of male nouns and pronouns.
The middle-grade teacher will see the value of sexist materials
as teaching tools; children at this age can do their own content

.r analyses, in the process learning valuable critical reading skills..t''
s 25
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Penn State University tool an important step in this direction
by requiring a course in ethnio,children's literature, for teacher
certification in elemehtary education. In this course, students,
ace first exposed, tq blRant stereotypes, subtle distortions,-and
omissions in literary references to ethnic groups. Then they work
with a content analysis form for racism and sexism, developed
as a result of 3 joint Penn/State/CoUncil on Inteltacial Books for
Children workshop on racism and sexism in classrbom literature.
Mile Singh, reporting on' the Penh State project, says that the
goal is promoting among teachers "a conscious awareness of the
problems, which exist and an attempt to use them, not.avoid them,
to educate in what is in the real book world and how lo cope with

_ -..it." .

Management Techniques. As a third fro's, preservice and in-
service causes for teachers should emphasize Classroom and
school management techniques to avoid sexism. Betause sex-role
stereotypes are pervasive and general)), taken for granted, con-

. scsoirsness-raising acth/ities might help teachers nderstand ways
they influence and aPpress theestudents wittiPxist ideas and
behavior.

..
Curriculum Reforrn Finally, because teachers' probably are at

their best when ,they can organize and coritrol the curriculum
within set guidelines, preservice and inservice courses should

inshould get heir; organi'zin its to use with their own studps,
itiltfocus on teacher-directed iculum reform. That is, teachers

units they might lateCtfy out and evaluate, perhaps in the pres-
ence of observers. Together, teackers can learn to mod, devefop
and share new materials and methods fot obliter ng sexi rt in
curriculuntontentor, in even more direct 'teaching str egies,
for promoting a conscious awareness of sexism among their
students. .

T
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. ( : A CitRECT-TEACkiIN RATEGY
.

, , .

uch a dirtct teaching strategy as been a pail of The middle-
gsocial.

rade studies curriculum at University Elementary School .
in-loomington, Indiana, since 1970, wIA,American women were
noting the .fiftietItkAnniversary of t mission to, the voting
bo4th. Runoitkpliv a nine-week interval udy of Wbenen has .
had as. its_:goit the sensitizing of childlerto problerit of.sexism
it American society in thetope of openinghhe door to Kill per- .
sonhtod for at least some of them. Tht,*,s_tivps of this unit
.,are: to le* the )4p historyof wontsn's Inge; to become
faniiliar with famous women from history, to become ave-of
the role,problems of _wslinen today in job , social life, marriage,
an family, to become ramiliar with current is'ues andleaders in
01P /omen's movement; and to look at one's attitudes about sex

. .. f
roles, '

The University ool teaching Astrategy a :fallen naturally
into NO section . ays a hlitorical Y ci _d5tion by focus-
ing n the suffrage m nt,-l'Ind the, se ond examines the
c temporary wirie,--s movement. We used ask teacher-written

41,

. readings in lieu of t or bvious reasons. Those dealing
ithI/ the suffrage m !pent have been taken primarily from

. Elealior Flexner's co prehensiye history, Ceniury of Stryggle, and
ris Faber' ooklor,young adult , P:hticoat Politics: How

Am Won the Rip,$t To V . We have modified or '
rewrit rials on the c rent w fi's movement as new
ones have become available; those prds tly used draw heavily i.
on information on the status ,Of women rom Time's March 20, °,.

r72, issge: . .I .

n addirono to reading the, basic 2agrTils, the children fe-
.. .

. .'
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search and identify a number of famous women from a list of
more than fifty, ranging from the geritle. Lucretia Mott and that
strong and strident mouthpiece for-her sex, Sojourner TruiTt,
to contemporarts_ like Indira Gandhi, Shirley Chisholm, Gloria
Steinem, and Betty Friedan. Difficulty encountered in locating
information= on these women, even those long-deceased, makes
pupils aware of the neglect with which women have been treated
in the compiling and editing, of encyclopedias and other resource
materials..

Each child also tom pletes a glossary of terms applicable to the
unit, including items such as "sexism," "feminist," "stereotype," _

"socialization," 'sex typing," and "nuclear family." Again, dif-
ficulties encountered in locating definitions lead to discussion of
ways language constantly is shaped and changed by social in-
novations. We find this a good .time, too, to look at ways. Ian-
guage subtly expresses society'iview of males and females.

We also encourage each pupil to choose and read at least one
biography or autobiography about a famous woman. Students
who read biographies about the same woman, vitten by different
authors, are asked to compare factual inforryiationAoresen'ted. Be-

-ca e discrepancies frequently occur, students become aware of
the authors! research sources, documentation; and objectivhy--.
all important critital.reading

A child' whiii goes this far has laid the foundation for further.
independent study. Projects deal with a variety of topics, using
the elementary school and the community as classroom resources.

Often, critical reading skills elay a part in this independent. study Many 'youngsters, for .example, choose to analyze depic-
' ".'tion of males and females in the children's literature they read

for' their language arts classes.. It would_ be difficult to count the
"tims a pupil has presented a novel, carefully marked with a

scrap of paper or' at folded Kleenex, triumphantly remarking,
"I've found another example pf sexism in my book."'When chil-
dren are sensitized to reading perceptively and critically, books
now decried'bi women's organizations become valuable Class-
room tools and the 'need for 'weeding library Collections di-.
minishes.

Other pupils may elect to study depiction of men and women
in magazine, radio, or, television advertisements. Some may ex-
amine basal readers used in University School's primary grades

226
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in ,,terms of sexist content. Other's have analyzed portrayals

of men and women in other media, for example, in children's

cartoon television shows or family situation comedies, in comic

strips or syndicated cartoon serips, or in° the lyrics of popular

songs.
Some have developed and presented bibliographies of books

A

about women available in the school or county libr es. Others °:

-have prepared written research reports on aspects of t e suffrage

movement or done comparative studies of prejudi e toward

women and toward blacks. Or they have surveyed a itudes of

University School children at other grade levels toward working

mothers, preparing charts of their findings.
We encourage pupils to interview influential career women

in tile community, asking questions such as: "How did you be-

come interested in your career? How did your family feel' about

your .going into this kind of work? What obsta.Oes did you have

to overcome? Do you feel there has been disciimination against

you in terms of salary, advaikeMent, increasing responsibility?.

Are you married? If so, does 'your work interfere with your

family life? Do you recommend that other girls follow your

footsteps?" %11

1

Other options for independent proiects include writing plays'

or pqemf based on material from the study of women, syrvey-

ing' girls in first and fourth grades to detect a shift in career

plans or a changein favorite school subjects, finding quotations

from famous women and explaining their`- meaning and signifi-

cance, or writing a proposal for a children's television program or

book that gives a constructive view of women.

This list does not exhaust, the possibilities. each year our chil-

dren have come up with creative projects- of their o4n devising.

Once a child whose mother.had told, her, "Blackrwomen don't

have tittle to be involved in women's liberation; we have to get

the.. black race liberated," decided to find out if other, black

women shared her mother's views. So s'he made up a question-

naire and mailed it to twenty-two black women relatives,

friends, and three congresswomen,sending each respondent four

extra questionnaires to share with .friends. From the fifty-three

questionnaires returned, .she made some interesting discoveries:

Most women in this study thogght they had been more discrimi-

nated against by being black thanby being women, but 87 percent

9 my
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.
, ., also thought that black women should be'

,

involved in Women's ; ,,rights. , .

Three years ago one athletic girl elected to sign" 4 for thelocal Boys' Club soccer league. Her, ac-tibninitially drew outragefrom male classroom'peers. taster they conceded th 't' Dian, lone 0

d might be a genuine asset to a team. The .Boys' C, b,, predict- -

female in a Ifa-mily of four children, 'was a good s c-er piaxer
a :did riot agree, and Dian-eventualfy turned in a report on her

....
, expe nce, including her eventual dismissal froM the team.In he own words, "Not getting Into Boys' Club -socceilsn't-,that bad,;;e n though I plan- to write a° letter to Judge .Randy ' -Bridges about it. BUt I can now understand how the women: feltwhen they d' 0,'.. h; the right to-vote. The boys say to jdfri a

r
Girls' Club, but .- ave never really got' one Ain Indi-ana." For Dian, and for her ,classmales,jhis,was a vivid con-,s..

n, sciousess-raisiitg.experience; .. k' - `
Other Student's have analyzed science ind math teXtboot4;;created .games based, on identifying famousOwomen, surveyedchildren at differentages'regaiding

the satisfg-tion they feel beingboys or girls, and made 'classroom displays of books approved bythe FeminiSteon Children's Media -frpm the 19ZT bibliography,Liole.Miss Muffet Fights Frick. " .'For the pAtithree'years, with the help of student teachers,-groups of fiftkgraclers at Univvsity School have been encou6gedto play Psychology' Today's simulation rofe=reversal. game, "Witr*,,man/Man,'"One boy,wrrite in his evaluation, pf this exAerience;-,4,,,,"Now I see what it's like to be a woman. I think that's wrong!'"
;'''*,:,,A girl commented, "I think this game has a strong pain, to -it2'This game Shows ail the advantages and tinadvantages of 'the-, man and woman both. This

game has goittrisme so. frustrated ;`both when I was arnan and wothan. It is a very ,educatioriall,..
game."- -,',

. ^



ne'Way, we have initiated the study of women is by afiging
colorful posterboard Signs,,front the 'Classroom ceiling, containing
comri onr diches fiig bojs don't cry.-They.'never ask algid. what
she wants tO6e.wheri,shaloaws up, ..A pretty girl is like, a melody:
Wirmen's worit Is never done. After 29 a yvomarl is over the hilh
It's a man's wOrld._She's nothing, but a dumb blonde. There's

.. .,more",diffecence between a male and a female than between- a
horse chestnut and a,c,Weitnut horse. And" so on, infinitum.-

We also have hung brightly colored female, biolOgical;signs on
, WhIch are printed names of famous'women, past and praSent.

. *hen our.study: of the suffrage MoVernent is #rider, -way,
some teickers find it jun_to dress in appropriate garb to deliver
a series Of `Who Am l" autobiographital sketches ori_Tt14_fintoui
suffragettes. The children guess identitiesrad ravel at seeing
their teachers dad inpoce bonnets, shawls, and old- fashioned
spectides.

Often Unixersity Prindpel payid Rowland, ahunanigt
whc_qteli esip genuine freedom for all, has consented to par-
tidote in series of roleplaying viknettes to introduce the

, second half.of the stddy...In this endeavor. he takes the part of the,

personnel _map who asks the feirriale Hattrard Business School
gtaduate, "Can you type?' -or the--newspaper editor, who tells
the newlywed Phi Beta Kappa journalism griduate; "I'll tell
you ghat --if you're not pregnant in a year, come back and we'll
talk .business." Or the fellow who, during' a serious discussion
about war at a party, chucks his female companion under the
Chin with the comment, "Hey, you're real cute when You get

,

i
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We have lourrci many films suitable for use, with a study or

.women, .including two Encyclopedia Brit&mica Corporation
productions, "Social Change and the American Woman" and
"Susan B. Anthony." We also likeoo take into the classroom un-
previewed filmg such as "Mothers: What They DC," arid_ let the
students decide whether such films should be purchased for class-
eciom use. In the example cited, students voted "no," ,because
the only mother shown employed fulrtime outside the home
also was bead of the household, and because hone of the mothers
in the 'film were members of minority grogps.

Meanwhile, other materials are brought into the classloOM
ranging from Mario Thomas' "Free To Be . . . You and Me" and
oilier feminist recordings to children's picture books expressing
a new viewbooks such as William Pene ,Bois'
Doll, Eve Merriam's Mommies at Work, and jay Williams' The
Piactical Princess and Petronella. These generate discussion on
ways the World changes for each of us and,. on Ale role of wop
ganch in social movements and in literature:

e

O
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What effect does,a,direct teatbing,stategy like the UniVersity

School study .91 women have on attitudes, and aspiratidni cof par-
ticipantsf,,Does it, give girls, the ,freedom to have "doctor" and
.i!protessor" in their,.matriir of career choices alcing with "truck ',
driver:"'"tele6bone .linePersan," or WhateVer else suits their in-
teresis and talents( Does, it,make boys cornfortahle with'express-
ing,gentlenesi, grief, delight ,iti,sinall Chi ldfen, 'dislike of athletiCs?`

Are childrenal4e to 'be themselves without, 'fearing' ema'sculif
Iron ottlefernitatiartasia consequence? f,, ,'

, 1

Frankly we on't know. No empitical study of attitude change
:

has been, attempted yet, largely becauserno appropriate measure-
Men't instruments exist. Alttiough the study of women aims to
.d d.-seveloreater androgyny ,in'bath maleOnd fernalei, 'it the .

_ ,moment there is no test,for androgyny among students younger
thart,college-age: We are hoping, hOweyer, t9 begin-,pretesting
and ,posttesting next year, both for movement toward greater
gndrogyripiand for_ Change insex4,stereotyped,veiws of various
oecupationi: .,,- ', . ,' ' -,,,'' A- . , .

intuitively, howeverteachersIwbo, have directed the study
of,Warnen believe that Chanidoes take ptace. Every ye.arpar- -;

m-_entsboth inothers and fathershave isomebgek to think u_s'for
(el.,onferences they, percetiie ill* their Youngsters, Interestingly, most
,, of these parents have reported changes in girl children, t ough \
,one divorted.rnother phoned; a year after her son had-1:i_ e9 in-
volved in the study, to repqrt his comment, "The unk on omen'-

, changed my whole,life:'," Asked why, he had told Kr, "I *used:. lo
"be embarrassed not to have it..dad around. ,Atter that :unit Oh :
vvornenLrealized_that Women can do tbesanie things %en-cap.":

.
. - s' 4a:' . 3,.
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This rticular boy was different from many who preceded
him. Whe it began, the study of 'Women was required for all
sixth-graders at University School. In those years, it often seemed
that girls were changed, while,boys frequently grew more vo-
cally and rigidly sexist... Then sixth grade was moved to the
middle school, and changes in teaching staff shifted the study of
women to an option in fifth grade. Relatively few boys choose it
now; those who do often come from single-parent homes or are
influenced by-feminist fathers.

Because of our..experience, we were not surprised iri Decem-
ber, 1975, when Harvard psyChologist Marcia Guttentag reported
results of a six-week experimental curriculum designed to teach
sexual equality, usedwith more than 1,000 Boston children in three
age groups: kindergarten, fifth grade, and ninth grade. Results
showed that fifth-grade boys with working mothers and ninth-
gr-ade boys with working and nonworking mothers became not-
ably mortIstereotyped in their views of women and more rigid
and outspoken about "woman's place" after the six-week pro-
gram Many of the girls, on the other hand, turned into.fledgling
feminists, with ninth-grade girjs mosesponsive to the teach-
ing strategy and showing the greatest attitude change. We sus-
pect that findings'may be similar at University School.

Guttentag's work sSIggests that children pick up what they see
around them far more readily than what adults tell them. They
see men in power and in a wider variety of occupations; they 50e
mothers responsible icSr most child cafe. And boys, at least, are
unwilling to give up the familiar for the abstract acheantage of

.nibre flexible personalities. However, ggiNdo 'change, and per-
haps hope of altering present reality lies h 're. One evaluation
of the ultimate success of direct teaching strategies might be/he
greater pr.oportion of girls. who aspire to and attain a work role
in society. Guttenta'g'sLwork suggests that if reality changes, so
wh children's attitudes.

We do knoW that,95mmitted feminist 'teachers can, make
chakiges- in curriculum content and orgardation in their' own
class'rooms; they also can e*ert the continuing pressures neces-
sary to bring changes within a school. We'have seen this happen
at University School, where recess games now are integrated by
teacher fiat, textbo¢k salesmen are openly t(confronted by quest(

'lions like "Why are here noLgirls in your first pre-primer?" and

3432
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the male physical education ,teacher offers wrestling as an op-
tion for girls, on grounds that some participation is essential even

for informed spectat'orship.
Our librarian now consults feministjooklists like Little Miss

Mullet Fights Back when spending acquisition funds, 'and she
seeks out good biographies of women to augment the pitiful
resources available on women in standard reference works.

-No longer do we see plays at University School where boys

are the intrepid explorers and scouts who carry on the dialogue
while girls, the squaws, sit silent at stage-rear. Meanwhile,
there is a conscious attempt to bring in resource persons who
do not reinforce traditional occupatiortal sext,typing. And, at
faculty meetings, sexist practices frequently are a topic for im-
promptu discussions.

The process has4peen slow, but change definitely is afoot, aid
it has been brought about solely through the consciwsness-
raising efforts of a handful of teachers sensitive to the issue.

.I
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r. CHANGE IS ESSENTIAL . ",
T

.
,,,,,

hat such change iS essential if. we are to educate, all children 7, ,for effective life in our'society seems certain. Bernice Newgn
has pointed out that the family cycle has quickened since:1890;
youths marry earlier today, and ecruPles have their last child-
sooner. As a result, many wqrnen have lcortY,or More years of
living to do after the last-born child is in first grade. Meanwhile,
. .90 percarbf American women work outilde,the home at some
point in their lives. ' -- . \;.

Moreover, federal legislation cfurini the past ,decade4ias, op-
ened new vocational doors to women. For example, POsage of
the Comprehensive Health Manpower TraininvAct in 1971 makes
sexual discrimination in admission illegajo for .schools of rnecii-
cine, dentiitry, pharmacy, veterinary inedicine,_ and nursing; if,,
they receive federal funds. The Equal EmployMent-pportunity
Act of 1972 extends the coverage of ple VII of the Sivil.Rights.

-" Act of 1904, and herfce the jurisdiction of the Equal Employment,
Opportunity Commission, to ptihlic employees, educators, and

, professional 'people. Pregnant employees. no:loner' can be
'forced to, quit their jobs, and paid maternity leaves seem, likely. ,
1-leadway.atibis apparent regarding equal pay; the average start-
ing nioriti)1,s pay offered to women college graduates noW differs,
only, ale* ollart;from that of men 'in manyfietds.-

Al.:Optical schools canriot, afford'to ignore such changes;, as,
educators we iieed to provide better tounselineor women, with.
atteritidrilo timing of family and work cycles. We. must encourage
women to take:adyaritage of the' increasing. freedoms ,being,
proffered. If a young woinan realizes, site is likely to work for

",$' thirty or more years, she,,may decide ..to prepare for a chalieng-_
f,.$ -
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Mg -career instead Of Settling for a temporary or dear -end jof-b."
Choices for homen in our society are limited 'today. only bye-

iinterests, talents, motrvations, and attitudes; and he school can
play a part in influencing,eacIt of these.

However, work by Paul Torrance suggests thit, education,
while useful, sets limitS for women in a culture in which assump- ;

tions about their own jnferiority run deep in both their own con-
sciousness and that of men. Torrance, in experiments with third-,
fourth-, and fifth-graders in 1959, found girls relucjant to mini-
pulate-science toys, on the premise that, as girls, they were not

. expected to know about such things. Torrance' asked'parental and
teacher cooperatiOn' in attempting to chinge these attitudes.
When he retested in 1960, he discovered that girls participated

,willingly and even with enjoyment. They gar performed as welli.
as boys in efforts to manipulate or change the toys. But one thing
had not changed, the bo contribution'still were more highly
valued, both by other b ys and by the *girls,, regardleSs of the
fact that both sexes had scored equally welt. So it seems that be-
havior patterns'are mor amenable to change than attitudes.

Children arrive ar chool With attitudes already establishe'd:-.7
artely through exposire to parents and the mass media. As edu:
Catorswe can only hope that in our schools .direct and indirect
teaching strategies aimed at eradicating sexism eventually may
produce a generation of parents whp consciously will, raise both 'v.'
[title and female children to the kind of -taarogyny that will permit -
full expression of each Child's potential. if,we can, make children
today consciously aware of child-rearing practices that have helped
them, perhaps' we can change such child;rearin§ practices in'
the future.,

Titseems of prime concern today. We,already know that
in dour society benefit psychologitally, socially, and

intellectually'wben they are .less sex typed, in "behavior and at-
titudes. And many observers have questioned, at a time when
cfampetition fills'our skies with smog and. pollGtes omr lakes and
streams, Shether society itself might be better off if we were all
more feminized in the direction of concerned cooperation.

Educators have an obligation; most probably., would, agree,
not,only to reflect bi'it also to shape society and, with it, human
experience. The answers are not all in, but su'rely-we have some
awareness of the direction in which We'oughtto be moving.

E
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SEXISM: NEW ISSUE IN AMERICAN EDUCATION

The past decade has seen a rebirth of American feminism, dor-
mant since 1920 when the Nineteenth Amendment was ratified
and granted women the right to vote. In the wake of this women's
movement of the 1960s and '70s, sexism has emerged as an
issue in American education.

As it was first used, the term sexism meant discrimination
against one sex, women. Today, the term has been broadeV to
describe rigidly prescribed and thereby limiting roles 'fot dither
sex.

Today's feminists, like the suffragettes of ,the nineteenth
century, exhibit a spectrum of attitudes ranging from conserva-
tives intent on legislative change to improve the status of women
to radicals who hope to revolutionize the whole /of American
society.'But regardless of political persuasion within the women's
movement, all neofeminists have agreed on one thing: sex-typing
and socialization processps that relegate women to the home or
to menial tasks in the labor force severely deter the American
woman from becoming a functionally competent and autonqmous
human being. Thus, feminists quickly scrutinized the American
schOol as an important agency of socialization.

The American school, since its beginning, has been Charged
with responsibility for teaching attitudes and values and for
preparing youngsters for succetsful personal, occupational,
and social adjustment. Paying lip service to "equal opportunity
for all," the school does, in fact, carry out Its charge in part by
preparihg boys and girls for traditional sex roles. Many would
argue that, in doing this, the schOol merely reflects the society
that maintains it. Feminists have countered that schools now must
take a ore decisive role in shaping society in new and truly
egalitarian irections that will guarantee full personhood for
every child, male or female.
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IS THE SCHOOL ALONE TO BLAME? $

To whit extent does the school perpetuite rigid sex roles?
And what should we, as concerned parents or educators, be doing
about it? To answer such questions, we must look first at other
causal factors.

Whether sex differences in behavior exist is not questioned.
The words "tomboy" and "sissy" attest to this, describing what
the American culture perceives as sex-inappropriate behavior.
"Real boys" act one way, and "real girls" act another.

ExRlanatory models for such behavioral differences vary, how-
ever, in ascribing them to one of three things. innate psychological'
differences, %nate physiological or biological differences, or
Social processes of socialization and social controls.

Theories of innate psychological differences, such as those pro-
pounded by Sigmund Freud and Erik Erikson, actually are not
theories but belief systems. Because of their circularity, they can-
not be verified. In other words, no solid evidence indicates that
men and women are born with psychological differences, that
cause them to behave in different wayS.

While the notion of an evolutionary genetic difference also
lacks solid scientific support, some evidence, largely from studies
of lower animals, suggests that hormones cause behavioral differ-
ences. Jerome Kagan also identified behavioral differences in
very young male and female humans, such as a slight tendency
among females to display fear and anidety more frequently and
more intensely than males, and to show a stronger tendency to
withdraw. He hypothesizes that the earlier a behavioral difference
appears, the more likely 'biological factors influence it, but he
emphasizes that biological differences thus far identified do rot

8 6



greatly affect the kinds of social and vocational roles men and
women should assume in our society,

Meanwhile, other researchers, through studies of false herma-
phrodites or children whose true sex gender is misjudged at birth,
have provided strong evidence against the physiological theory as
a total explariation of sex differences. Hormones should, in
theory, make the true sex known, yet, children think of them-
selves as whatever they were labeled at birth, and this identity
controls their behavior. Moreover, after age 3 or 4, it seems to be
impossible to reverse a child's sex. identity without severe psy-
chological repercussions.

Margaret Mead worked with three South Pacific cultures. the
Arapesh, who cultivate gentle, affectionate, generous dispositions
in all their children, the Mundugumor., who socialize boys and
girls alike to, be competitive, aggressive, Larid independent,
and the Tchambulj, who stylize behavior by sex, with women
earning the tribe sustenance while the men adorn themselves
and their sacred objects. These studies lend fyrther support to the
idea that sex-r le norms are not solely explained by innate
physiological differences.

In fact, G. P. Murdock, in an anthropological study of more
than 200 cultures, discovered that the only jobs performed exclu-
sively by men in,..311 cultures were hunting animals and pursuing
sea mammals. Cultural assignment seems to dictate which sex
does what task, not the nature of the task or diffpring biological
endowments of males and females.



ROLE OF PARENT

Studies such as these make it clear that social processes.Play a
part in determining sex-differentiated behavior within a given
society. But it still is difficult to isolate the role of the school from
that played by other socializing institutions, such as the family,
the mass media, and models in the culture at large.

Much discussion in the past has focused on parental' responsi-
bility for assumed sex differences of males and,females in such
areas as cognitive style.

David Lynn, for instance, relates it to the tasIdof the young
child in achieving a sex-role identification. Because the mother
or some female caretaker is generally at hand, he likens the
female's task to rote learning of a lesson, with exploration and
goal seeking minimized or omitted. Thus, he hypothesizes, the
female early develops a cognitive style that eventually makes
her better than male peers at ,rote .memory, verbal fluency, and
language usage. However, Lynn likens the male task, of learning
a masculine role identification to the learning, problem, which
demands exploration and goal seeking before the solution be-
comes clear, because males have to identify with a culturally
defined role. This role is imposed, for the most part, by mothers
and female teachers through a system of rewards and punish-
ments. Therefore, Lynn suggests, boys get early practice at
ignoring irrelevant cues and isolating significant ones, and they
develop a cognitive style that makes them more apt at problem
solving and using, analytic skills. Lynn's hypothesis, while intui-
tively reasonable, lacks solid empirical documentation.

Eleanor Maccoby, on the other hand, has suggested that
the difference in cognitive style stems from child-rearing prac-

,.
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flees that give boys earlier and greater independence. Such early
independerice has been demonsttated by H. A. Witkm to directly
affect spatial ability In terms of spatial ability, women have been
shown to be more field dependent, which means they are less
able to ignore the total visual context when performing tasks,
Stich as finding embedded figures. .Maccoby believes that this
field dependence indicates that females do not, on the whole,
think as analytically as males because of the culturally assigned
dependency role given them as youngsters in our society.

But more recently, Maccoby and lacklin, afjer a review of
some 2,000 books and articles, concluded that boys are not en-
couraged towards greater independence than girls. They also
found no evidence that the sexes differ in analytic or rote learn-
ing abilities In fact, they discovered that only four sex differ-
ences are well established by research. greater agression, visual-
spatial ability, and mathematical ability perhaps as a consequence
of more visual-spatial ability in boys, and greater verbal ability
in girls In addition, they found surprising similarity in child-
rearing practices for boys and girls. Both sexes appeared to be
treated with equal' affection in the early years, both wete en-
couraged to be independent and discouraged from dependency,
and aggression seemed to garner no greater approval from par-
ents of boys than from parents of girls. Maccoby and Jacklin did
find that parents handled and 'played with boys more roughly,
and gave them more praise and more punishment. This was
particularly true of fathers, who actively discouraged their sons'
interests in feminine toys, activities, or apparel.

Since child- rearing practices seem so similar for boys and'girls,
it appears that direct shaping by parents does not account com-
pletely for Sex-typed behavior in the young. Imitation and rein-
forcement apparently play a role, but so it seems, do models
from a variety of nonparental sources, which the child uses to
construct generalizations about sex-appropriate behavior.

Parents do seem to have higher expectations for boys than
for girls, and this probably is a factor causing proportionally
fewer girls to go on to college and to have careers, a fact well-
documented by college statistics.

Parental expectations, subtly or overtly communicated, also
may be a factor influencing the way girls 'feel about showing
their intelligence John Hollender iri '1972 found a negative rela-
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tionship between high grades and social self-esteem scores for
high school females, but not for ,,mfiles. He suggested (hat fe-
males feel uncomfortable about academic achievement because
this is not society's idea of appropriate sex-role behavior.

M. C. Shaw and J..T. McCuen, meanwhile, have gathered, data
showing that girls who were underachievers ,in high school
usually began to underachieve at the onset of puberty. For boys,
underachievement in high school usually started earlier. The re-
searchers hypothesized that the achievement drop-off among-girls
as they reached maturity was linked, to the adult female sex
role. In other words, for female Americans it's not smart to be
smart.

10.
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SEX STEREOTYPES ARE PERVASIVE

There is little doubt that our society holds stereotypic images

of the achieving male and the nurturant female. These images are
purveyed not only by parents, but alsO by the mass media, as
Betty Friedan first noted in 1963. 4

s Although the situation has improved since 1963, a survey in
1974 of 350 television commercials, indicated that many still
pushed the cliche that the uftimate achievement in womanhood
was providing a clean shift and a hot 'Meal. Reporting on the
survey, Joan Levine, president and Freative director of a Lo
Angeles advertising agency, noted that women mulled to' .e
shown having a choice. Instead, they have been depicted primarily
in two roles: sex object and housewife.

Commercial manufacturers of children's toys are another case
in point. Janet lever and Louis Goodman discovered in 1972,

for example, that three out of four chemistry sets pictured onl
boys on the box tops; none pictured girls alone.

But manufacturers and advertisers, like parents and schools,
seem merely to reflect sex roles accepted by the culture at laise.
Virginia O'Leary., in a 1974 review of research on attitudinal bar-
riers to occupational aspiration% in women, noted that most
people, regardless of age, educationligion, sex, or marital
status ascribed competency characterigtics to men. These in-
clude such qualities as objectivity, decision-making ability, and
business sl..411 Women, on the other hand, are seen as having
traits in a warmth - expressiveness cluster, including such things

as social graces and emotional support.
That those traits generally thought to 'be masculine also are

more often socially desirable thin thosIttught to be feminine'

.13"
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has been shown by Inge Broverman and colleagues. In this study,
three matched groups of clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, and
social workers, including both males and females, were given
identical lists of bi -polar traits. One group was asked to choose
traits characterizing healthy males, a second group chose traits
characterizing healthy females, and the third group chose traits
of the healthy adult of unspecified sex. The traits listed for the
clinically healthy male and healthy adult were identical, and
totally different from those listed for the clinically healthy female.
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DIRE CONSEQUENCES

We generally assume, in this sOCiety, that'-children are better
off .if they conform to the prevailing Sex -role stereotypes. Yet
several studies indicate that a high degree of sex-appropriate
behavior does not necessarily enhance and may even retkrd psy-
chological .and social adjustment of either males or females.
And, in terms ofintellec-tuarperformance, boys and girls wilo, are_
less sex typed have been found to have higher overall'Velli-
gence, spatial ability, and creativity.

'Knowing the traits society stereotypically ascribes to females,
it should be 90 surprise to learn that girls, in general, have a
more negative self-concept than boys. Philip Goldberg, for ex-
ample, found that college women had a clear tendency to down-

..., grade the work of professionals of their own sex, even when these
professionals were in traditionally female fields such as home
economics. Given an authoritative article supposedly written by a
woman compared to the same ariicle supposedly written by a
man, both men and women of college age profess more confi-
dence in the article by the man.

Females also react differently than males to success and
failure. Doris Entwisle and Ellen Greenberger found that ninth-
grade boys considered academic success a result of their own
.efforts, while they blamed failure on bad luck or other outside
causes. Girls, on the other hand, blame themselves for failure
bat attribute success to outside causes or luck.

Matina Horner found a "motive to avoid successamong col--
lege women when they were faced with achievement in tradi-
tionally masculine fields. She thinks this may be caused by ex-
pectations of negative consequences, such as social rejection or



feelings of being unfeminine Although her studies have been
criticized for questionable reliability. this motive to avoid success
may be verified eventually. If it exists, it certainly would seem to
be a deterrent to achievement-directed behavior among women.
Grace Baruch, replicating Horner's work with fifth-graders, found
the motive to avoid success existing in girls of that young age.

Meanwhile, boys`seem to have a harder time adjusting to their
role demands as adolescents and young adults, based on evidence
such as rates of referral to child guidance centers, delinquency
rates, and recent studies of educational underachievement in the
gifted showing such underachievement twice as frequent among
boys as girls. °

Ruth Hartley interviewed forty-one males, eight- and eleven-
year-olds, and discovered that boys thought they were supposed
to be able to, fight, be athletic, run fast, play rough, be smart,
know what girls don't know, know how to stay out of trouble,
be noisy, get dirty, be naughty, and-- nocicry or be softies. To
answer why boys try to fill this demanding. role, Hartley asked
them how they viewed girls. She found that girls were seen as
having to stay close td home, be clean, play quietly, be often
afraid, cry when scared or hurt, spend a lot of time playing with
dolls, and learn to cook, sew, ,and take care of children.

These same boys saw adult women as indecisive, afraid of
many things. fussing, tired a lot, needing someone to help them,
squeamish about blood, not knowing how to handle emergencies,
unable to do dangerous things, dying more easily than men, not
very intelligent, having to clean up household messes, and being
sad more often than men. isyhat boy in his right mind, Hartley
asked, would not give his all to escape this alternativedespite
the toll the difficult "male" role seern4-to impose?

Studies of children's vocational aspirations indicate that chil-
then learn quite early what roles society expects of them. Lynne
iglitzin, in a study of 290 fifth-graders, for instance, found that
both boys and girls demonstrated sex stereotyping in their views
of career and employment patterns, social roles in home and
family, and their own expected lives as adults. Perhaps even more
significant was that children with working mothersespecially
girlshad more liberal views on roles of men and women in

'society Role models are essential to show young female children
how to combine marriage and work life satisfactorily, as O'Leary's
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review of research on barriers to 'occupational aspirations in
women clea Iv showed.

From re earth studies such as these, it seems obvious that
perpetuate n of the status quo in rigid and traditional sex-role
expectati ns is repressive for members of both sexes, inhibiting
both bo s and girls trom achieving full psychological and intel-
lectual capabilities. Vvhile society in general seems to espouse
these sex roles., we still must, ask what part the school plays in
peitaetuating sexism by forcing youngsters into such rigidly de-
fined roles.
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SEXISM IN CURRICULAR MATERIALS

For one thing, as educators we are all guilty of using materials
that limit cpildren from attaining their full potential..

Sexism m children's books first became a public issue in Octo-
ber, 1970,40en the Feminist Collective on Children's Media con-
fronted 166 authors, p. ubliiheys, and other members of the chii-

'4' dren's book world with some findings. They cited results of a
six-month study of basal readers from fifteen major series, `done
by thirty New Jersey women, who found that boys turned up in
these readers as energetic, active, and resourceful, while girls
were depicted as passive, intellectually limited, and fearful.

'Two later, more limited studies, one by Ramona Frasher and
Annabelle Walker, another by Dianne Graebner, produced similar,

' findings. Male main characters continued to outnumber female
main characters by sizeable ratios. Men were shown in a wide
variety of adult occupations while women: were most often as-
igned the traditional female role, despite the fact that one-third

'Of today's labor force is composed of women, many of them
mothers of school-aged children. Men and boys outnumbered
women and girls by wide margins in illustrations. Rarely did
a picture appear or a girl in slacks, a mother driving a car that

dlso was occupied by an adult male, or a boy crying, writing, or
reading. The books contained both subtle sexism, with few or no
biograpthiesigf famous women, for example, and blatant sexism,
such as the boys' response to Smart Annabelle in one story. "We
don't mind sharing our ideas with mankind, but you, after all,
are a girl"

In my own content analysis of two basal reader' published
for third grade in 1972 and 1973, I discovered that little had
changed. Malescontinued to outnumber females both in content
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and Ao illpstrations, and a wide disparity still existed in adult
occupatsons depicted. For instance, one of these shows men in
thirty-sevelf, different occupations, while women are shown in six
occupations outside the traditional, includipg canary voice trainer
and queen Another shows men in thirty-nine different occupa-
tional roles, while women are given s five beyond the traditional.
ballerina, maid, governess, empress, and queen. At a time when
40 percent of married women are members of the country's
labor force, the reality presented by these readers is question-
able I also found both blatant and subtle sexism in story con-
tent A story about the Olympics, for example, mentions women
as participants. But when participants are discussed, all are re-
ferred to by the pronoun "he," and all illustrations ate of males.

Most children's books continue to reflect this sexism innate in
the English language. In addition to puns on words like "man-
kind," or the use of the masculine-oriented pronoun to stand
for both sexes, consider examples such as these from'elementary
science textbooks, culled by Linda Harrison and Richard Passero.
"When you think of man long ago, you probably think of cave-
men . . Man is a curious animal. He wants to know all about
nature Using a picture test, with children instructed to circle
all applicable pictures when given sentences using masculine-
oriented generic nouns and pronouns or neutral forms of these

sentences, Harrison and Passero discovered that thir.d-gradefs ao
not readily envision both sexes upon presentation of such generic
terms, though they do so when neutral forms are used instead.
We do not know at what age youngsters 'develop an intellectual
understanding of the generic use of words such as "mankind,'`
"man-made," "chairman," or "he," nor what effect direct teach-
ing strategies Might have on developing such understanding. More
and. more -frequently these days feminists are proposing, instead,
that the language be changed to include new and more neutral
substitutes.

Aileen Pace Nilsen blames the English language, in part, for
the steady decrease of illustrations of girls and women in chil-
dren's picture books since 1950. She studied eighty winners and
runners-up for the Caldecott Award, given annually to the out-
standing picture book published in the United States, and decided
that many books, particularly those about animals, were domi-
nated by males because the author was forced to choose between
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the masculine and the feminine pronoun. Authors choose.,the;
former, Nilsen says, "because it is easy and he (or she has b-eeh
taught that masculine can stand for both men and woiwri, al- ,

though not the other way arouricl."
She also blamed free-lance artists for slanting books, toward,,

boys. Of the eighty books she studied, ten had girls as leading
characters compared to twenty-four with boys. Twelve individ-
ual authors and artists were involved in production of these ten
books about girls, and nine of the twelve were women,,The three
men 411 have daughters, leading Nilsen to suggest that perhaps it
"takes a special acquaintance before a man feels comfortable in
picturing girls."

She also credited the decreased depiction of females in chil-
*en's books to Sputnik in 1957. This Russian space triumph gen-
erated great concern over the quality of American education,
resulting in a spate of easy-to.-read books, almost none of which
had female main characters, because most remedial reading prob-
lem,s occur in boys. The exclusion of females then spread to texts
and trade books, Nilsen asserts.

In addition, she pointed an accusing finger at the 196,1 Na-
tional Defense Education Act, which gave federal funds to school
libraries for purchasing books about science, a field stereotypi-
cally considered more appropriate for males. Thus, according to
Nilsen, males won in two dtrections. in the nonfiction section of
libraries because they are tii6ught to be more able than girls, and
in the beginning-to-read books because they are thought to be
less able than girls.

A number of content analyses have documented sexism in
trade books of all kinds, written for children of all ages. But math
textbooks are no less stereotyped. Marsha Federbush in 1974
found" in story problems girls were generally cooking, sewing,
or watching, while mothers engaged in variout forms of house-
wifery. She also found story problems intimating that girls lacked
competencein math ("Jane couldn't figure out how to do
so John helped her"), and no inclusion of female mathemati-
cians in historical overviews.

Jamie Frishof, in a studi, of five 'widely used social studies
texts for elementary schools, found essentially the same pattern.
According, to these texts, boys grow up to do some hundred
ferent jobs, compared to thirty for
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Meanwhile, Marion Meade wrote in the New York Times in
1970, "The only word for the feminine image on children's tele-
vision is crummy," with cartoon shows the worst offenders. lane
Bergman's more recent analysis of "Sesame Street" suggested
that educational television certainly was not immune to the same
sex-role stereotyping.

My own review of research,on sexism in children's media in
mid-1975 indicated that publishers and producers were beginning
to respond to feminist pressures. Two leading publishers of basal ..
readers had issued editorial guidelines aimed at producing

/nonsexist materials, and a third had solicited assistance from-
/ feminist groups in developing content for a revision. In trade

books, too, newer publicatiOns start to show a modernized con-
ept of male and female roles, characters are being treated as

1 divrduals rather than as stereotypes.
Yet, publishers Who responded to feminist pressures encoun-

tered Oth l'problems. Several reviewers say some new books are
didactic ri: 'vs, too burdened with a message to be believable.

It
Selma Lanes pointed out that books showing women and men
doing what few women or men have done in real life were com-

ndable, because they opened readers' eyes to the range of
possibilities, but she viewed these as propaganda, not literature.

Looking at the issue from another angle, Diane Gersoni-.
Stavn argued that sexual stereotyping in ,children's books con-
stituted propaganda, regardless' of the author's intent, because
such depictions were accepted by youngsters as reality. But she
saw Koblems arising from the practices of some fem nist critics.
improperly isolating quotes from context, kAnthinking praise for
books that build up girls at the expen,ektf boys, a andoning
aesthetic standirds in judging books, dnfairly criticizing histori-
cal fiction for showing life "the way it was," failing to wOrk for
the upgrading of traditional female roles in children's books in
addition to seeking expansion of roles (because not all house-
wives are dreary, dull, ineffectual pegple), and blaming authors
and publishers for "an incredible conspiracy of conditioning"
instead of trying to enlighten and change them.

Despite the problems, a trend toward nonsexist literature
for children seems definitely gathering strength. Producers of edu-
cational television for classroom viewing, such as the Agency for
Instructional Television, also are showing awareness of the prob-

k
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Lem of sex:role stereotyping and are making conscious, efforts
to avoid it.

Nonetheless, sexist materials are more available today than
those depictins_ males and females in less prescribed and inflex-
ible roles. Sexi%, then, continues to permeate the formal school
curriculum through the materials educators are forced to use,
for want of something better.

20
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SEXISM IN SCHOOL ORGANIZATION

But ,the school itself adds at*. mechanisms to provide sex-
,

role reinforcement. Physical education and playground activities
frequently are segregated. Some grade schools experiment with °

all-boy and all-girl classes, eh activities differentiated along,
traditional, sex-stereotyped lines.

Even unsegregated classeOzusually condone, and sometimes
even encourage, the sex-typed activities and interests children
bring to school. Seldom do teachers question why small boys cop:
gregate in the block corner or around the jungle gym, while '
little girls cluster in the dorcornerwhy middle-grade boys race 4
for the soccer field at recess, while girls play quiet games,like
jacks and jump rope. Even less frequently do teachers try to in-
tervene to prompte diversification and expansion of skills and in-

lerests for both boys and girls:
.q

When teacher's separate b.* and girls for seating or linirlg up,
/hey call attention to. 'sex distinctions and sex roles. Sex fre-
quently determines even the assignment of clAssroom- helpers:
Janie waters the plants, while John runs the projector; Paul carries
the chairs, Mille Patsy washes the desk tops.

Too seldom do teachers consciously use resource speakers or
parent participants who are also effective adult models of non-
stereotyped behavior such as the woman doctor or the male
dancer.

The authority structure of the school itself reinforces tradi-
tional sex roles."While 85 percent of all elementary school teach-
ers are women, 79 percent of all elementary school principals are
men. Simply -by ,9bserv,ing the relative titles of each sex in the
school, children learn the different societal expectations for rhen
and women.

,
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By high school, boys are counsel4d into industrial arts and
girls into home, economics. Girls are encouraged to prepare for
careers in nursing, teaching, social work, library work,, or secre-
larial work. In vocational interest inventoties, the career choices
channel women's responses into traditional or. subordinate voca-
tional fields:

Teacher/pupil interaction is another area touched by tradi-
tional sex typing. Boys are taught, long before they enter first
grade, to be independent, assertive, and aggressive. Girls, on the
other hand, generally are trained to be passive, obedient, and
conforming,

Because the school traditionally has been concerned with keep-
iilig order, which deniands obedience and conformity, it is not
surprising that in many studies boys make up the majority -of
teachers' behavioral problems. Girls are socialiied mole easily
into "goodness" and thus are ignored more easily. -

Ironically, the conflict boys receive from the school's expec-
tations actually may turn but to be a positive benefit. A large
number of studig indicate that teachers tend to discipline and
to praise boys more than girls. Teachers also spend more instruc'
tional time with boys. Judith Barwick speculated that' a boy
learned in school that he could get attention from his teacher
and peers for nonconforming behavior. Thus, teacher criticism,
a seemingly negative response, actually may lead boys toward
greater independence, autonomy, and activity.

We do not yet have solid research on how teather discipline
and criticism affect the cognitive styles and self-concepts of boys
and girls. In addition, we need experiments designed to explore
the effects of different curricular patterns. Patricia Minuchin,
for example, speculated that girls, particularly, did not need
subject-dominated rote learning but should be in classrooms

'stressing open-ended and searching processes of thought and em-
phasizing the central, ,active role of the student and choice in
learning activities. Other critics question whether training in
docility and obedience 's for anybody, male or female, if
the school g genuinely cerned with facilitating learning.

While the foregoing only cursorily examines the research now
Vouring forth on the issue of sexism, it surely indicates that
something is awry in American society and, thus, in the schools
that reflect that society. What can we, as educators, do about it?_ .
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TEACHERS NEED TRAINING FOR CHANGE

The principal hope for improvement seems to lie with classroom
teachers. While commercial textbooks'and other materials slowly
improve, the vast majority of boOks and materials presently avail-
able and in classroom use continue to reflect the traditional sex ,

roles and thinking of a patriarchal society, which is restrictive to
students of both 'sexes. .,

Thus, the obvious first step would seem to be a change in
teacher training. preservice and inservice courses designed to
sensitize and raise the consciousness of teachers to the issue and
the existence of sexism in the school.

Women's History. Such courses should include the history of
arremen in American society, a, history largely obliterated, as

Janice Law Trecker has shown, in most widely used high school
and. college history textbooks. If females need role models 'to
Cause them to aspire, these models cannot be erased `completely
or hidden by masculine-oriented language patterns.

Content Analysis. As a second focusRsuch courses should ,help
preservic'e and inservice teachers analyze the content of the text-
books and other materials now used. As awareness of sexist
content develops, the primary teacher will see the ecessity for
pausing in the middle, of a reading group to discuss t e reality of
"Dan is napping, while Pam makes lunch" in this word of work-
ing fathers and mothers, where homemaking responsibilities are
being shared more fully. All teachers will see the need to give
direct:instruction on the generic_uie of male nouns and pronouns.
The middle-grade teacher wilJ see the value of sexist
as teaching tools; children at this age can do their own conte
analyses, in the process learning valuable critical reading skills.

...-
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Penn State University took an impoitant step in this direction
by requiring a course in ethnic children's literature for teacher
certification in elementary education. In this course, students,
arg first exposed to blatant stereotypes, subtle distortions, and
omissions in literary references to ethnic groups. Then they work
with a content analysis form for racism and sexism, developed
as a result of a rpint Penn State /Council on Interracial Books for
Children workshop on racism and ,sexism in classroom literature.
Jane Singh, reporting on the Penn State project, says that the
goal is promoting among teachers,"3 conscious awareness of t e
problems which exist and an attempt to use them, not avoid the ,
to educate in what is in the real book world and how to cope wiwith
it.

Management Techniques As a third focus, preservicecand in-
service courses for teachers should emphasize Classroom_ and
school management techniques to avoid sexism. Because sex-role
stereotypes are pervasive and generally taken for granted, con-
sciousness-raising activities might help teachers undersfand ways
they influence' and oppress their students with sexist ideas and
behavior.

Curriculum Reform Finally, because teachers' probably are at
their best when they can organize and control the curriculdm
within set guidelines, preservice and inservice courses should
focus on teacher-directed curriculum reforth. That is, teachers
*shoulcrget help in ogganizing units to use with their own students,
units they might later try out and evaluate, perhaps in the pres-
ence of observers. iggether, feathers can learn to find, develop;
and share new materials and methods for obliterating sexism in
curriculum oMentor, in even more direct teaching strategies,
for promotin a conscious awareness of sexism among their
students.

24'
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' A DIRECT-TEACHING STRATEGY

Such a direct teaching strategy has been a part of the middle -
grade social stuilles curriculum at University Elementary School
in Bloomington, I ndianace 1970, whip. American women were
noting the .fiftieth.annilitinry of theykdmission to the voting
booth. Running for a nine-week interval atTilostudy of women has
had as its goal the sensitizing of children° problems of sexism
in American society in the hope of openingthe door to full or -
sonhood for at least some of them. ThwdaWstives of this it
are. to learn the basic histor7tir won4en's WRage, to.become
familiar with famous.'"women from history, to become aware of
the role problems of women today in jobs, social-life, marriage,
and family, to become familiar with current issues and leadprs in
the women's movement, and to look at one's attitudes about sex
roles. ) t .

Th'e University School teaching strategy has fallen naturally
into two sections. The first lays a historical foundation 139 focus-
ing on the suffrage movement, and the second examines the
contemporary women's moxernent. We used basic teacher-written
readings in lieu of textbooks, for obvious reasons. Those dealing
with the suffrage movement have been taken primarily from
Eleanor Flexner's comprehensive history, Century of Struggle, and
from poris faber'i book for young adults, Petticoat Politics. How
American Women Won the Right To Vote. We have modified or
rewritten materials on the current women's movement as new
ones he become available, those presently used draw heavily
on information on the status of women from, Time's March 20,
1972,4ssue.

' In addition to reading the basic grials, the. children re--
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search and identify a number of famous women from a list of
more than fifty, ranging from the gentle Lucretia Mott and that
strong and strident mouthpiece for her sex, Sojourner Truth,
to contemporaries like Indira Gandhi, Shirley Chisholm, Gloria
$teinem, and Betty Friedan. Difficulty encountered in locating
information on these women, even those long-deceased, makes
pupils aware of the neglect with which women have been treated
in the compiling and editing of encyclopedias and other resource
materials...

Each child also completes a glossary of terms applicable to the
unit, including items such as "sexism," "feminist," "stereotype," _

"socialization," "sex typing," and "nuclear family.'% Again, dif-
ficulties encountered in locating definitions lead to dikussion of
ways language constantly is shaped and changed by social in-
novations. We find .this a good time, too, to look at ways lan-
guage subtly expresses society'siew of males and females.

We also encourage each pupil to.choose and read at least one
biography or autobiography about a famous woman. Students
who read biographies about the same woman, written by different
authors, are asked to compare factual information presented. Be-....
cause discrepancies frequently occur, students become aware of
the authors' research sources, documentation, and objectivity-T.

hall important critical reading skills.
0A child who goes this far has laid the. foundation for further

independent study. Projects deal with a variety of topics, using
the elementary school and th)litcommunity as classroom resources.

Often, critical reading skills play a 'part in this independent
'study. Mali), youngsters, for example, choose to analyze depic-
tion of males and females in the children's literahAre they read
for their language arts classes. It would be difficult to count the
times a ptipil has presented a novel, carefully ,.marked with a
scrap of paper or a folded Kleenex, triumphantly remarking,
"I've found anther example of sexism in my boor" When chil-
dren are sensitized to reading perceptively and critically, books
now decried by women's organizations become valuable class-
room tools and the need for weeding library collections di-
minishes.

Other pupils may elect to study depiction of men and women
in magazines radio, or television advertisements. Some may ex-
amine basal rtiladers used ,in University School's prithary grades
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in ..terms of sexist content. Others have analyzed portrayals

of men and women in other media, for example, in children's

cartoon television shows or family' situation comedies, in comic

strips or syndicated cartoon series, o.r., in the lyrics of popular

sbngs.
Some have developed and presented bibliographies of books

about women available in the school or county libraries. Others

.have prepared written research reports on aspects ofthe suffrage

movement or done comparative studies of prejudice toward

women and toward blacks. Or they have surveyed attittfdes of

University School children at other-grade levels toward working

mothers, preparing charts of their findings.
We encourage pupils to interview influential _career women

in the community, asking questions such-- as:--"Flow did you be-

come interested in your career? How did your family feel about

your going into this kind of work? What obstacles did you have

to overcome? Do you feel there has been discrimination against

you in terms of salary, advancement, increasing responsibility?

Are you married? If so, does your work interfere with your

family, life? Do you recommend that other girls follow your

footsteps?"
Other options for independent projects include writing plays

or poems based on material from the study of women, survey-

ing girls in first and fourth grades td detect a shift in career

plans or a change in favorite school subjects, finding quotations

from famous women and explaining their meaning and signifi-

cance, or writing a proposal forA llildren's television program or

book that gives a constructive vidOf women.
This list does not exhaust the possibilities. Each year our-chil-

dren have come up with creative projects of their own devising.

Once a child whose mother had told her, "Black women don't

have time to be involved in women's liberation; we have to get

the black race liberated," decided to find out if other black

women shad her mother's views. So she made up a question-,

naire and maks' it to ,twenty-two black womenrelatives,

frierids, and three cengresswomensending each respondent four

extra questionnaires to share with friends. From the fifty-three

questionnaires returned, she made some interesting discoveries:

Most women in this study thought they had been more discrimi-

nated against by being black than by being women, but 87 percent
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also thought that black women should be involved in women'sr fights.

Three years ago one athletic girl eleFted to sign up for thelocal Boys' Club soccer league Her action initially drew outragefrom mate classroom peers. Later they conceded th4t Dian, lonefcrnale in a family of four children, was a good soccer playerand might be a genuine asset to a team. The Boys' CDAt. predict-ably, did not agree, and Dian eventually, turned in a report on her
experience, including her eventual dismissal from-the team.,In her own words. "Not getting into Boys' Club soccer isn'tthat bad, even though I plan to write a letter to Judge Randy'Bridges about it. But I can now understand how the women feltwhen they didn't--have the right te'vote. The boys say to join aGirls' Club, but:they have never really got one started in Indi-ana." For Dian,'and for her classmates, this was 2 vivid con-sciousness-raising experience.

Other students have analyzed science and math textbooks,created games based on- identifying famous women, surveyed'children at different ages regarding the satisfaction they feel beingboys or girls, and made classroom displays of books approved bythe Feminists on Children's Media from the 1971 bibliography,Little Miss Mullet Fights Back. .

For the past three years, with the hel of 'student teachers,-groups of fifth-graders at University of have been encouragedto play Psychology Today's simulation role-reversal game, "Wo-man/Man." One boy wro in his evaluation of this experience,"Now I see what it's like to be a woman. -I nk that's wrong."A girl commented '1 think this ,game ha a strong point toit. This game sho I advantages and unadvantages of theman and woman th. Ttts game has gotten me so frustrated,both when I was a man nd woman. It is a very educationalsame."
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GETTING STARTED .

One way we have mitiateci_thkstirifY:Of women is by hanging
colorful posterboard Signs from- the classroom ceiling, containing
comMon cliches. Big boys don't cry..-They. never' ask a girl what
she Wants to be

-.-..
when she grows up. A, pretty girl Is like a melody.. -,-.

Women's work is never done. After 253 a woman is over the hill.
its a man's world. She's nothing_ but a dumb blonde. There's_
more' difference between a mate and a female than between a
horse chestnut and a chestnut horse. And so on, ad infinitum

We also have hung brightly colored female biological signs on
which are printed names of, famous women, past and present.

When our study of th suffrage movement is under 'way,
some, teachers find it fun to ess in appropriate garb to deliver
a series of "Who Am I" autobiographical sketches on the famous
suffragettes. The children guess identities and 'revel at seeing
their teachers dad in poke bonnets, shawls, and old-fashioned

- spectades. .

Often University School Principal David Rowland, a humanist
who believes in genuine freedom for ail,.Vas. consented to par-
ticipate in a series of role-playing vignettes to introduce the
second half of the study. In this endeavor he takes the part of the
personnel man who asks' the female Harvard Business _School
graduate, "Can you type?" or the newspaper tor who tells
the newlywed Phi Beta Kappa journalism grad e, "I'll tell
you ghat if you're not pregnant in a year, come back and well
talk business." Or the fellow who, during sa serious discussion
about war at a party, chucks his female companion under the
chin with the comment, "Hey, you're real cute when you get
mad." ; , -.

IIi
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We have found many films suitable for use with a study of
women, including two Encyclopedia Britannica Corporation,
productions, "Social Change and the American Woman" and
"Susan B. Anthony." We also like to take into the classroom un-
previewed films such as "Mothers. What They Do," and let the
students decide whether ch films should be purchased for class-
room use. In the exa pie cited, students voted "no," because
the only mother show yed full time outside the home
also was head of the household, and because none of the mothers
in the film were members of minority groups.

Meanwhile, other materials are brought into the classroom
ranging from Mario Thomas' "Free To Be . . . You and Me" and
other feminist recordings to children's picture books expressing
a new viewbooks such as William Pene du Bois' William's
Doll, Eve Merriam's Mommies at Work, and Jay Williams' The
Practical Princess and Petrone/la. These generate discussion on
ways the world changes for each of us and on the role of propa-
ganda in social movements and in literature.
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--7DOES DIRECT TEACHING "WORK"?

Mat effect does a direct teaching strategy like the University
Schoolstudy of women have on attitudes and aspirations of par-

\ ticipants? Does it give girls the freedom' to have "doctor" and
"professbr" in their matrix of career choices along with "truck
driver," "tele4hone lineperson," or whatever' else spits their in-
terests and talents? Does it Make boys comfortable with express-
ing gentleness, grief, delight in small children, dislike of athletics?' .
Are children Aille to be themselves without fearing emaseula-
tion or defemi4ation as a consequence?

Frankly, weodon't know. No empiric-a) study of attitude change
has been attempted yet, largely because no appropriate measure-
ment instruments exist.' Although the study of women aims to
develop greater androgyny in both males and femalei, at the
moment there is no test for androgyny among students younger
than college-age. We are hoping, however, to begin, pretesting
and posttesting next year, both for, movement toward greater
androgyny and for change in sex-stereotyped veiws of various
occupations.

Intuitively, however, we teachers who have directed the study
of women believe that change' does take place. Every year par-
entsboth mothers and fathershave come back to think us for
differences they perceive in their youngsters. Interestingly, most
of these parents have reported changes in girl children, though
one divorced mother, phoned, a year after her son had been in-
volved in the study, to report his comment, "The unit on, women'
changed !Iv whole life." Asle CI why, he had told her, "I used io
be embarrassed not to have a_dad around. After that unit on
women, _I realized that women can do the same things men can."
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particular boy was different from many who preceded
him. When it began, the study of women was required for all

a sixth-graders at University School. In those years, it often seemed
that girls were changed, while boys frequently grew more vo-
call}, and rigidly, sexist. Then sixth grade was moved to the
middle school, and changes in teaching staff shifted the study of
women to an option in fifth grade. Relatively few boys choose it
now; those who do often come from single-parent homes or are
influenced by feminist fathers.

Because of our experience we not surprised in Decem-
ber, 1975, when Harvard chologist Marcia Guttentag reported

° results of a six-week ex erimental curriculum designed to teach
sexual equality, used with more than 1,000 Boston children in three
age groups: kinder rten, fifth grade, and ninth grade. Results
showed that fifth-g ade boys with working mothers and .ninth-
grade boys with wo?king and nonworking mothers became not-
ably more stereotyped in their views of women and more rigid
and outspoken about "`woman's place" after the six-week pro-
gram Many of the girls, on the other hand, turned into fledgling
feminists, with ninth-grade girls most responsive to the teach-
ing strategy and showing the greatest attitude change. We sus-
pect that findings may be similar at University School.

Guttentag's work suggests that children pick up what they see
around them far more readily than what adults tell them. They
see men in power and in a wider'variety of occupations; they see
mothers responsible for most child care. And boys, at least, are
unwilling to give up the familiar for the abstract advantage of
more flexible personalities. However, girls do change, and per-
haps hope of altering present reality lies here. One evaluation
of the ultimate success of direct teaching strategies might be the
greater proportion of girls who aspire toand attain a work role
in society. Guttentag's work suggests that if reality changes, so
will children's attitudes.

We do know that committed feminist teachers can, make
changes in curriculum content and organization in their own
classrooms; they also can exert the continuing pressures neces-
sary to bring changes within a school. We have seen this happen
at University School, where recess games now are integrated by
teacher fiat, tbxtbook, salesmen are openly confronted by ques-
tions like "Why are there no girls in your first pre-primer?" and
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the male physical education teacher offers wrestling as an op-
tion for girls..on grounds that some participation is essential even

for informed spectatorship.
Our librarian noW consults feminist booklists like Little Miss

Muffet Fights Back when spending acquisition funds, and the
seeks out good biographies of women to augment the pitiful
resources available on women in standard reference works.

No longer do we see plays at University School where boys
are the intrepid explorers and, scouts who carry on the dialogue
while girls, the squaws, sit silent . at stage-rear. Meanwhile,
there is a conscious attempt to bring in resource persons who
do not reinforce traditional occupational sex typing. And, at
faculty meetings, sexist practices frequently are a topic for im-
promptu discussions.

The process has been slow, but change definitely is afoot, and
it has been brought about solely through the consciousness-
raising efforts of a handful of teachers sensitive to the issue.

.
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CHANGE IS ESSENTIAL

That such change is essential if we are to educate all children
for effective life in our society seems certain. Bernice Newggivn:
has pointed out that the family cycle has quickened since ¶890;
youths marry earlier today, and couples have their last child
sooner. As a result, many women have forty or more years of
living to do after the last-born child is in first glade. Meanwhile,
90-percent of American women work outsides,the home at some ,
Point in their lives.

Mojeover, federal legislation during the past decade has, op- 1 -

ened %ew vocational doors to women. For example, passage of.
the Comprehensive Health Manpower Training Act in 1971 makes
sexual discrimination'in admissions illegal for schools of medi-
cine, dentistry, pharmacy, veterinary medicine, and nursing, if
they receive federal funds. The Equal Employment Opportunity
Act of 1972 extends the coverage of Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, and hence the jurisdiction of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, to public employees, educators, and
professional people. Pregnant employees no longer can be
forced to quit their jobs, and paid maternity leaves seem likely.
Headway also is apparent regarding equal pay; the average start-
ing monthly pay offered to women college graduates now differs
only a few dollars from that of men in many fields.

American schools cannot, afford to ignore such changes; as
educators we need to provide biter counseling for women, with
attention to timing of familyand work cycles. We must encourage
women to take advantage of the increasing freedoms ,being

t

proffered. If a young woman realizes that she is.likely to work for
thirty or more years, she may decide to prepare for a challeng-
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ing career instead of settling for a temporary or dead-end job.
Choices for v4omen itt our society are limited today only by
interests, talents, motivations, and attitudes; and the school can
play a part in influencing each of these.

However, work by Paul Torrance suggests that education,
while useful, sets limitS for women in,a,,culturd_ in which assump-
tions about their own inferiority runikep in both their own con-
sciousness and that of men. Torrance, in experiments .with third-,
fourth-, and fifth-graders in 1959, found girls reluctant to mani-.
pulate science toys, on the premise that, as girls, they were not
expected to know about such things. Torrance asked parental and
teacher cooperation in attempting to change these attitudes.
When he retested in 1960, he discovered that girls participated
Willingly and even with enjoyment. They also performed as well
as boys in efforts to manipulate or change the toys. But one thing
had not changed, the boys' contributions still were more..highly
valued, both by other boys and by the girls, regardless of the
fact that both sexes had scored equally well. So it seems th,at be-
havior patterns'are more amenable tothange than attitudes.

Children arrive at school witfi attitudes already established,
largely, through exposure to parents and the mass media. As edu-
catorswe can only hope that in our schools direct an indirect
teaching strategies aimed at eradicating sexism eventually may
produce a generation of parents who consciously will raise both
male and female children to the kind of androgyny that will permit
full expression of each child's potential. If we can Tate children
today gonsciouf,ly aware of child-rearing practices thkt have helped
them, perhaps' we can change such child-rearing practices in
the future.

This seems of prime concern today. We already know that
individuals in our society benefit psychologically, socially, and
intellectually wren they are less sex typed in behavior and at-
titudes. And many observers have questioned, at a time when
competition fills our skies with smog and pollutes our lakes and
streams, whether society itself might be better off if we were all
more femjpized in the direction of concerned cooperation.

Educators hive an obligation, most probably would .agree,
not only to reflect but also to shape society and, with it, human
experience. The answers are not all in, but surely we ha%%e some.
awareness of the direction in which we ought to be moving.
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